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"For the purpose of establishing and maintaining in
said city (New tork} a Museum and Library of Natural
History; of encouraging and developing the study of Natural
Science; of advancing the general knowedge of kindred
subjects, and to that end offurnishing popular instruction."
FROM THE ACT OF INCORPORATION,
APRIL 6, 1869
SEVENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE PRESIDENT
To the T-rustees of
The American Museum of Natural History
and to the Municipal Authorities of the City of New York
IT is my unhappy duty to report that becuse of stedily
dwindling income from endowment, together with
inflated costs, the Museum's activities in research,
education, and exhibition are falling to a point where this
institution may lose its long-held position of world
leadership.
This year, as in previous years, our policy has been to
practice economy without wholesale sacrifices of the
Museum's functions in science, education, and exhibition.
Unfortunately, our efforts to stem the rising tide of
deficits have been -futile, even as our endeavors to in-
crease revenues through gifts and appropriations have
not produced adequate response.
The crisis is such that we must make and execute
decisions that may have retarding effects on our contri-
butions to sientific advancement, educational extension,
industrial research, and modern exhibits.
As a clearcut example of the Museum's distress,
I cite the disturbing fact that in the past few years our
scientific. staff has been cut almost in half. This in itself
would be an alarming revelation if it affected scientific
research alone. But it goes far beyond, in that it en-
dangers our correlated education and exhibition programs.
Scientific accuracy is the only sound base upon which
these public service programs and exhibits can be
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founded. It means that the Museum's horizons will be
"frozen" instead of continuing to expand. Science is
always on the move-ever on the march. If our insti-
tution stops in its tracks it may become as prehistoric as
the dinosaurs in its collections.
In the midst of seemingly prosperous times we are
forced to operate on a wartime or emergency budget. In
fact, we have been operting since before the war on
a critical deficit financing basis, which is annually making
inroads on our shrinking capital funds.
The time has come when we, in order to safeguard
the Museum's future potentials, must cut to the bone.
In taking stock of our ability to meet community needs
during the coming year, we have been forced to consider
drastic reductions of long'established local services. We
may not be able to continue many of these vital services
unless substantial additional financial aid for general, and
special purposes is provided immediately.
These are the prospects we face:
Lack of adequate funds will prevent us from efect-
ively maintining our traveling educational exhibits
which have been employed extensively by schools in the
city for both normal and physically handicapped children.
We shall be fortunate during the coming year if we
are able to fill one-third of the requests from teachers for
educational guided tours. This means that approximately
150,000 school children wil be unable to benefit from
even this basic educational activity. During the past
school year we were forced to decline thousands of
requests from school teachers in New York City. for
basic guided tours. Thus, more -than 75,000 school
children have already been deprived of this effective
educational experience.
Our Department of Education's Audio-Visual Aids
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Center must further curtail its participation with school
officials in the development and evaluation of the most
modem instructional aids. An additional cutback will
practically eliminate this valuable source of aid in main-
taining a sound up-to-date school system.
Our entire program of scientific and educational
cooperation with New York's leading universities is in
danger. Both undergraduate and graduate students of
the city's colleges may have to be refused help, in-
struction, and, perhaps, even access to collections and
laboratories which are the sole facilities in the city for
their research.
The Museum's flow of assistance to the medical
institutions ofNew York, both educational and practical,
faces curtailment. This would eliminate otherwise
unobtainable services in lectures for nurses and other
students on comparative anatomy and animal behavior.
Even local industry will feel the effect of drastic
curtailment of Museum community services. The
Museum serves daily as a source of scentific information
for a wide range of local industries. Museum exhibit
materials, scientific collections, and publications are
employed daily by local industry for the development of
educational display or technical research.
Another important part of our program which
would be vitiated is the modernization of some two
dozen of our old halls. This program is not only interest-
ing but excting. It is proposed in order that the Museum
may present in streamlined story-sequence the national,
regional, and global picture of the development of the
world and of man.
The institution of such a dynamic program has long
been a fond goal of the Director, Dr. Parr, who comments
in detail on this plan in his section of the report.
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As before noted, the suspension of these key services
to the community would topple New York's Museum
of Natural History from its position of leadership. I say
without equivocation that the world's leading city
cannot afford to have this Museum relegated to a minor
position among its sister institutions in the world.
Here, too, it is possible to point out a definite, even
economic advantage to the city as a part of our contri-
bution. The Museum is one of New York's leading
attractions for visitors and tourists. Hundreds of
thousands of out-of-town visitors come to the Museum
every year. If we do not maintain our present standards
of world exhibits, and do not continue our vital program
of contemporary exhibits in competition with other
natural history institutions, our importance as a visitor
attraction will diminish.
I have tried to draw, in black and white without
emotional overtones, a true picture of the Museum's
plight. The situation is, indeed, a gloomy one. Still we
are not adopting a defeatist attitude. On the contrary,
we are marshalling every resource and working with
a will to maintain the institution as an effective force in
the community. We strive to meet the bitter challenge
of the present and the bleak prospect of the future by
enlisting the continued, understanding cooperation of
our city officials and the many loyal, civic-spinrted, and
science-minded friends who have stood by us in the past.
In my annual report of last year I said: "Our financial
situation is very disturbing." Unhappily that was an
understatement. We closed our books on June 30 with
the largest deficit in the Museum's history, and this
despite the fact that our women's committee-for ten
years under the devoted and able leadership of Mrs.
Winthrop W. Aldrich-and the men's committee,
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together with other friends, contributed more to our
annual maintenance fund than ever before. But, un-
fortunately, the very excellent best of these valiant
workers was not and will not be enough.
We hope to increase our contributions from private
sources during the coming year through an intensive
annual maintenance fund effort. But, even so, our own
efforts will only effect a slight reduction in our anticipated
annual operating deficit. I underscore that even with
such additional help, there must be drastic economies.
The trustees are well aware of their responsibilities on
this score and I am sure tt the city fathers are similarly
concerned.
In writing a report of this nature one must consider
the Museum's role in this great city. Prom the very day
it was founded in 1869 the policy tat has directed and
motivated the institution and its leaders can be reduced
to a two-word suimmary: "Community Service." This
policy has never been subordinated in Museum planning
and development. On through the years our obligation
has expanded-expanded in direct proportion to the
growth of New York. As the city blossomed in size and
complexity, so, too, the Museum, spurred on by civic
progress, enlarged its facilities and staff to provide
a steadily broadening program of community service.
Since its inception, the Museum has served the nation
and the world, but first, last, and always, its policies
have been based on the iron-clad purpose of serving
humanity by meeting the needs of its immediate com-
munity. As a lighthouse of science, the Museum's beam
reaches the far corners of the earth, but its foundation
rests solidly on our home soil. And it is as a local beacon
of learning that it has won its greatest fame.
The Museum can look with pride on its role in
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serving New York's children-a record that has long
been recognized and lauded in many quarters. This,
perhaps, is our most important community role-to
instill in the children of our city an awareness of nature
and the world in which we live, a richness of understand-
ing that can be obtained through no other source.
I know that some people consider the advantages and
benefits deriving from maintaining a soundly dynamic
natural history museum as abstract intangibles-in-
tangibles that defy quick evaluation.
To be sure, the Museum does deal in intangibles.
Beyond its exhibits and extensive collections which are,
indeed, tangible, it deals in terms of the mind, mutual
understanding, and character. Millions of children
come here. in classes to leam; other milhons of New
York school children come here on their own initiative,
driven by a. compelling desire to see and know the world
about them. Tens of thousands of school teachers come
to the Museum again and again, seeking insights into
natural science aspects that can be found nowhere else
in the city.
But for lack of space, I could dwell at length on the
role the Museum performs as a true community center;
its position as an integral civic force has made it one of
New York's leading meeting places for educators,
children's groups, and municipal, scientific, and even
industrial organizations.
In conclusion, may I say that many of these tangible
contributions. have, to a great extent, been the result of
the understanding cooperation our institution and its
board have received from our city officials. Just how
long we may be able to give the public a full measure of
inspiring knowledge and avoid a tragic curtailment in our
contributions to education and science is a question that
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will be answered by stern necessity in the next few
months. There is no disposition on our part to surrender
easily to the pressures that force us to retreat, but even
as an army cannot fight without ammunition, so the
Museum is unable to improve its deteriorating position
without adequate funds.
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TOWARDS NEW HORIZONS
BY A. E. PARR, DRCTOR
SHORTAGES and uncertainties still retarded the physical
execution of the Museum's exhibition plans during
1946-1947. Significant advances were made in many
directions, but comparatively few projects were brought
to final completion, and many of the larger tasks had to
be deferred. In spite of these limitations upon physical
execution, the year just passed was one of unusual
importance for the development of the Museum's
educational exhibition program. It was a period of
clarification and redefinition of our purposes and renewal
of our faith in the great human significance of the teach-
ings a museum of natural history should be able to offer
to a troubled world.
The basic purpose of education is to help bring order
into our thinking by laying a foundation of facts for our
reasoning and teaching us how to relate our conclusions
to the evidence by logical methods of deduction. The
greater the mental confusion of the times, the greater the
challenge to education, and the greater the value of
teaching properly conceived and directed towards the
elucidation of the problems which disturb the world.
In times of prosperity and contentment, education may
prosper materially with the rest of the world, but it
tends to become aimless and diffuse in its effects to the
detriment of its broader purpose of preparing man for
intelligent membership in a democratic society and not
merely for a personal position for himself. It is in times
of change and uncertainty that the potential services of
education reach their highest value to humanity, and it
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is in such times that the institutions which respond to
the call gain their greatest intellectual growth and earn
their highest public esteem.
In a world beset by hostility and want, the natural
history museums have an opportunity, never before
equalled, to serve the development of peace and of
a better life for all by bringing their educational facilities
and their scientific knowledge to bear upon the task of
creating a better understanding of our own problems in
relation to the country that surrounds us and supports us,
and of the problems of other nations in relation to their
natural circumstances, to one another, and to us.
In order to teach a better understanding of the
relationship between any nation and its environment it
becomes necessary to plan for a greater emphasis upon
the study of nature as a whole rather than of its separate
parts, because it is the integrated response of all the
combined forces of nature that determines the success or
failure of a nation's dealings with its natural environ-
ments. For an individual bent on catching a flounder or
raising a crop it is sufficient to know the habits of the
flounder or the characteristics of the variety of corn he
plants. A few flounders caught or a couple of acres
planted do not bring forth any over-all reaction by the
entire complex of natural forces. But if we wish to be
able to go on catching flounders or raising crops, on
a national scale, we have to understand and take into
consideration all the forces and factors of the entire
environment, its climate and oceanography, the chemistry
of soil and sea, plant and animal life, the competition
between species, and all the interactions between life
and the inanimate world. When a people acts as a whole,
nature also responds in the same way, and a state of
total war between man and nature usually develops
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before the lasting peace of a balanced relationship can be
attained. It must be one of the tasks of the Museum to
study and to teach both the protection and the proper
use of nature and the natural resources on which we all
depend for our sustenance and for our enjoyment of the
environments in which we live. The Museum's accept-
ance of this responsibility has found expression in many
new features incorporated in the plans for new exhibition
halls developed or completed in 1946-1947, notably in the
proposed Hall of the Local Landscape and the new Hall
of Forestry, with which we are now ready to proceed.
Similar features will also be introduced 'in the treatment
of other subjects as the program advances. By the
execution of these plans, the Museum should be able to
contribute in an elementary but none the less significant
manner to the improvement of the relationship between
man and nature in the continued development of our
country.
In the field of international understanding the
Museum also has a great and sorely needed contribution
to make. One of the first requirements for a real under-
standing between the peoples of the different regions of
the world is that there should be an understanding of the
possibilities and limitations, the advantages and, especi-
ally, the hardships of the natural conditions under
which each nation faces the struggle for its dailyexistence.
It is very easy to sit in New York and philosophize about
the superior ways in which the peoples of the Balkans or
of Bengal ought to be able to improve themselves and
their lot in life. It is equally easy to sit in another part
of the world and do the same concerning regions of the
Western Hemisphere and of our own country. But the
kinds of opinions and advice that result from such
speculations in a vacuum are generally likely to prove
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offensive rather than conducive to a better understanding
between the peoples of the world.
It seems obvious that the natural history museums
could become a major, if not the major, instrument for
the teaching of this sorely needed basic understanding of
the natural, nonpolitical foundations for the lives of the
different nations. They have the facilities and the
"know-how" of presentation. And, more important,
they reach a vast adult audience which would be un-
willing to give its time and attention to the more formally
scheduled types of adult education projects. Our
Museum alone has over two million visitors per year.
In order to meet this challenge of our times, the
Museum therefore proposes to supplement the systematic
illustrations of the various faunas of the world with
some new halls in which an attempt will be made to give
a complete, although abbreviated, picture of the natural
conditions of some of the more critical regions of the
world, their topography and climate, geology and
natural resources, fauna and flora, and any other en-
vironmental factor that may be of importance for an
understanding of the problems of the area involved.
Again, we must, of course, begin with our own country.
The other regions which are being considered for such
over-all treatment are the Mediterranean area as a
whole and northern Asia.
But a natural history museum such as ours, which
also includes anthropology within its scope, can go still
farther. Beyond the review of the contents and character
of the environment itself, a museum so organized can also
show the various ways in which the peoples of the world
have adjusted themselves, their customs, and social
organizations to the natural conditions they have had to
contend with. The successes and the failures experienced
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in the adjustments could be explained and, being under-
stood, would create approval or sympathy instead of
jealousy or scorn. With a better understanding of
their circumstances we would develop a fairer judgment
of our fellow men and lay a better foundation for lasting
peace. And beyond the analysis of the relationship
between peoples and their nonhuman environments,
the Museum, through its Anthropology Department,
has yet a further contribution to make to international
understanding in the modern world, by a demonstration
of the cultural interactions and interchanges between
the various human populations themselves, as they
establish contact with one another or overflow their
orginal boundaries to mingle their customs, traditions,
and biological heritage in new environments.
To lay the groundwork for this broadened treatment
of man and nature, we propose to start with a new Hall
of Comparative Anatomy in which special attention will
be given to the primates and man. This will be followed
by a hall dealing with the physiological foundations of
human and animal behavior, the functions of the glands,
the sensory organs, and the central nervous system, and
the significance of these functions in determining how the
organism reacts and behaves; the basic prnciples in-
volved in the process of learning common to man and
nal; and many others of the universal elements of
behavior which spring from physical constitution rather
than individual mentality or social tradition. From the
presentation of man as a comparatively simple biological
organism, basically similar to his ancestors and to his
contemporary fellow creatures, we shall proceed to an
exposition of man as a social being. Exhibits will be
installed to demonstrate such subjects as the methods and
paraphernalia used by various civiliations in order to
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develop in the young mental attitudes and the physical
responses required of the adult members of the particular
type of society to which the individual belongs. An
attempt will be made to explain the different prestige
patterns characteristic of different cultural traditions or
different stages in cultural development, according to
the relative respect and powers which society confers
upon such groups as its warriors, its scholars or its
traders, upon the aged and wise, or the young and
inventive, upon male or female, and upon other classifi-
cations of the individuals. Other exhibits will be
concerned with the functions of parents and the division
of labor between mates, with the basic units used in the
organization of different kinds of societies, such as family
or tribe or sexually segregated groups, and with other
topics.
The treatment of man as a social being is to be
followed by another new hall dealing with the origins
and spread of material culture, that is, of tools and
technologies, housing, clothing, transportation, agri-
culture and animal husbandry, language and writing,
ornamentation, ceremonial practices, and art. Through
such lessons on the universality of the basic building
stones of any modern material culture, however different
the social structure in which they are used, we shall not
only contribute to an increased factual knowledge and
understanding but also to an increased appreciation of
the contributions made by the whole world to the things
enjoyed in any part of the world today.
Having shown the general principle governing man'8
evolution and existence as a social being and a bearer of
culture, we shall then proceed to a review of the nature
and development of civilization in specific areas. This
will be accomplished by the introduction ofanthropology
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into the new halls in which we have already proposed to
make a complete review of the natural environment.
Thus the new North American Hall, which is the first
on the list, becomes a haiU ofAmerica and the Americans.
In addition to an exposition of the natural conditions and
resources of our continent-its climate, topography,
geology, soils, vegetation, and anmal life-we shall
attempt to analyze in broad terms the cultural and
biological origins of our nation, its impact upon the
country, and the adjustments man himself has had to
make to meet the natural conditions of the New World.
In short, we shall try to explain to ourselves our own
culture and our own country as they are today. And
in the other regional halls we shall proceed to deal
in a similar manner with the anthropology of the Medi-
terranean basin and of northern Asia, including Siberia,
which are areas of great anthropological interest and of
particular importance for an understanding of the con-
temporary problems of humanity. In addition to the
regional halls, which can cover only parts of the globe,
there will also be a series of exhibits analyzing the con-
ditions of the world by subjects, such as world climates in
relation to huIman and biological geography; population
distribution and land use in relation to the nature of the
environment, treated on both a contemporary and a
historical basis, tracing the successionsand progressions of
human occupation; the general distribution of geological
resources (minerals and metals) and its relation to the
distribution of material cultures and technologies; the
mismanagement of natural resourcesand its consequences
for huiman society; and the relationship of disease to the
geographic distribution and development, or decine, of
human civilations both in the past and in the present.
The lists of special subjects suggested on these pages
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are, of course, incomplete even for the present plans.
Nor should any such list ever come to be regarded as
final so long as the process of change remains the essential
distinction between life and death, and the Museum
continues to concern itself with the problems of the
living. But the topics that have been mentioned will
probably be sufficient to illustrate the general nature of
the proposed program by which the Museum hopes to
be able to expand and to enrich its contributions to
human progress through general education.
In the creation of these new exhibits the knowledge
and ingenuity of all departments will be brought into
play in a joint effort to tell the whole story of nature and
man, in so far as it comes within the province of mtural
history and anthropology to tell it. But it must not be
understood that these new topics in the Museum's
exhibition program are to replace the subjects already
dealt with or cause them to be neglected. On the
contrary, the plans also call for a renovation and rein-
stallation of the great majority of the existing exhibits,
excepting only those in the vicinity of the Roosevelt
Hall which have already been brought to such perfection
that sigriificant improvement would be beyond the
means of present-day techniques. The separate and
systematic display of the subjects, materials, and princi-
ples discovered in the various branches of the natural
and anthropological sciences must always remain a basic
feature of museum exhibition, which the public and the
educational world must be able to rely upon finding
within our walls, and which we ourselves must use as the
basis for the synthesis of our story of nature and man.
Many of these exhibits are now in a deplorable condition,
scarcely fit for public display, and very few are satis-
factory according to modem standards. The renovation
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of the old and tested subjects must therefore go hand in
hand with the creation of those that are new. The
Museum is ready and anxious to proceed with both.
In the course of the year good progress was made in
the preparation of exhibits for the Sanford Hall of Birds,
for the future halls of botany, forestry, and the local
landscape (ecology), and the small mammal groups in
the Hall of North American Mammals. A comparative
exhibit of "Native Carvings," related to the materials
used and purposes served by the objects, replaced the
exhibit of "Masks and Men," and was very favorably
received by laymen and experts. A number of temporary
exhibits of newly received material were placed on
display by the Anthropology Department. Among the
more important ones was an excellent collection from the
Solomon Islands, gathered by the late Lieutenant
Commander John Burke, which gave the Museum an
opportunity to show a fine series of objects that will
rapidly disappear from the material cultures of the
Pacific Islands under the circumstances of today. A
similar collection from Okinawa was also shown in
a temporary installation, and work was begun on several
important and dynamic additions to the permanent
exhibits of American Indian cultures. The southeast
corner hall on the second floor, previously almost
empty, was converted into a pleasing gallery for temp-
orary exhibits and space for the new public relations
office. Several exhibits were shown in this new gallery,
beginning with one dealing with the principles of atomic
energy.
An important development in exhibition also took
place in the Hayden Planetarium with the installation
and opening to the public of the Joseph Prentice Willetts
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Memorial exhibits in meteorology, in which an attempt
is made to explain the phenomena of winds and weather
by realistic scale models. The simultaneous establish-
ment of the Joseph Prentice Willetts Memorial Fund, by
gift of the Willetts family, insures the Museum's op-
portunity to continue this educational exhibition pro-
gram in the future and to keep it up to date.
The ethnographic dance and lecture programs offered
free to the public by the Museum's Department of
Education have achieved such popularity that it became
necessary to restrict attendance at the dance recitals to
adults and to require that the visitors receive cards of
admission in advance to avoid overcrowding of the
auditorium. These lectures and performances had a total
attendance of 39,191 during 1946-1947. A grant from
the City of New York also enabled the department to
carry forward the activities of its excellent and unique
platoon program for public school classes, under which
63,086 pupils spent a whole day each studying at the
Museum under Museum guidance. This corresponds
to 318,430 student hours. The department also con-
tinued its loan services to schools, libraries, and colleges
through which a vast number of people of all ages
benefit from the Museum's knowledge and materials,
outside the Museum itself. A tabulation of the number
of people reached and the student hours provided for by
these activities might perhaps be of general interest.
A. At the Museum itself, and the Trailside Museums:
1. Teaching services by the department's own staff:
Platoon program 318,430 student hours
Film programs for pupils 73,362 individual attendance
Tours and guiding 9,154 individual attendance
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General and teachers
courses 10,321 individual attendaxlce
Lectures to outside
organizations 5,906 individual attendance
Children's story hour 2,332 individual attendance
Trailside museums lS0,000 individual attendance
Special exhibition 73,181 individual attendance
Programs for individual
organizations 51,416 individual attendance
694,102
2. Activities sponsored and organized by the department:
Dance and lecture programs 39,191
Audio-visual aids institute
and information 5,075
Total within the Museum 738,368
B. Individuals reached by loan services-outside the Museum:
1. Circulation of films 4,500,000 estimated
2. Circulation of slides 578,584 recorded
3. Circulation of collections 9,136,891 recorded
Total outside the Museum 14,215,475
The Education Department was also responsible for,
the exhibit on "Native Carvings," already mentoned,
and can justly be proud of its services to the Museum.
and the public.
The special educational activities inaugurated in the;
Hayden Planetarium have also met with a gratifying.
success. Four courses for the general public, started
in the spring of 1946, were carried forward with a total-
registration of 468 for the full series and an additional..
admission of 574 persons to individual lectures. A new
course on the Science of Nautical Astronomy was
introduced, at the request of the War Shipping Admin-.
istration, for students enrolled in a refresher course for.
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mates and masters at Sheepshead Bay. The Planetarium
received 62,314 grammar school students free under the
Platoon Program, and 17,091 students under a Junior
High Schools Science Program. It also offered a thirty-
week course to science teachers in the city schools and
students-in City College. The Coperican room and the
dome of the Planetarium itself were both completely
refinished, with great improvement in the effects that
can be achieved in the performances.
The Planetrium had a total paid attendance of
361,510, representing an increase of 29,188 over the
previous twelve-month period, and an over-all attendance
at all functions of 446,313. The Museum and Plane-
tarium together received 2,142,563 visitors, and the
Museum ended the year with a membership of 42,192.
The establishment of the Lerner Marine Laboratory
at Bimini, Bah, by gift of Michael Lerner, represents
a most important addition to the Museum's research
facilities both for its own staff and for the guests and
associates of the institution who might want to partici-
pate in the study of marine biology and oceanography.
In spite of the difficulties in obtaining the necessary
materials and supplies, it is expected that the laboratory
wil soon be ready for full operation under the direction
of the Chairman of the Department of Fishes and
Aquatic Biology. The enxstence of such a laboratory
will not only serve to expand and enrich the Museum's
contributions to pure and applied research, but will also
help to maintin the vitality -of our exhibition program
and other educational activities in the field of marine
biology, which is a subject singularly difficult to keep alive
in the confinement of offices and laboratories divorced
from the natural realm of their objects of study.
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It would be very gratifying if the Museum could
also, on a smaller scale, be provided with a laboratory
for the study of desert biology, a subject which proved to
be of considerable significance during the war and which
obviously will be of increasing importance for our under-
standing of nature both in itself and as an environment
for man, with the increasing settlement, exploitation, and
improvement of the marginal areas of the world. The
Department of Amphibians and Reptiles, in cooperation
with other departments, has for several years concerned
itself with the study of desert life but lacks the facilities
for instituting an adequate program of research.
Nearly all departments of the Museum had expe-
ditions in the field at various times during 1946-1947.
Notable among those at returned with their results
before the end of that period was the Vernay Nyasaland
Expedition, under the leadership of Arthur S. Vernay.
Large botanical collections, 1800 mammals, and many
other zoological specens were obtained and divided
among the Museum, the New York Botanical Garden,
and the Kifrarian Museum of South Africa, which
participated in the work. The Rutherfurd African
Expedition, led by Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Rutherfurd, also
returned with valuable collections of mammals.
Exploratory search by two parties from the Depart-
ment of Geology and Paleontology during the summer of
1946 laid the foundation for intensive field work during
1947, with unusually important results to be dealt with
in our next annual report.
Mr. John C. Pallister was able to spend nine months
in Peru making extensive, and in many respects unique,
collections for the Department of Isects and Spiders, as
a result of the continued support received by the depart-
ment from Mr. Frank Johnson. Other expeditions
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provided for by Mr. Johnson, Dr. William Procter, and
Dr. David Rockefeller were in the field at the end of the
-period here reported upon.
The Departments of Birds, of Amphibians and
Reptiles, and ofAnimal Behavior made joint explorations
in Mexico.
Mr. Junius B. Bird, ofthe Anthropology Department,
-Was in the field during the entire time of this report.
The priapal aim of Mr. Bird's excavations was to find
pre-ceramic cultural levels that might throw light on the
earliest developments of Peruvian civrilization. These
excavations were highly successful and yielded sufficient
material to define a pre-ceramic period, probably lasting
well over 1000 years. Surprisingly, in this period there
is evidence of diverse agriculture, with squash, gourds,
peppers, beans, and cotton as the plants probably
cultivated. A number of wild plants and fruits were
utilized as foods, and the diet also included fish, limited
quantities of shellfish, birds, sea lion, and porpoise.
The material culture was on a very simple level. No
weapons other than toy slings were found, no ornaments
were in use, and tools other than unworked crude stone
flakes were very infrequent. In spite of this poverty of
material equipment, textiles were abundant, and bark
cloth was also used. Houses in the latter half of this
period were small subterranean structures made of
cobblestones laid in mortar. There was no pottery, but
fragments of crude ceramics were found in the residue of
a later culture resting on top of these older deposits,
which are thus shown to be of pre-ceramic age.
The results of these researches are expected to appear
in a report that should make a major contribution not
only to the archaeology of Peru but to our knowledge of
the origin and development of aboriginal American
'civilization.
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Mr. Gordon F. Ekholm also spent five months collect-
ing for the Department of Anthropology in the viacnity
of Vera Cruz. A large amount of material and data has
been gathered which promises to give a general outline of
the cultural history of this important but largely un-
known area of Mexico.
As one may see from the foregoing account of
expeditions and field work, and from the bibliography on
pages 25 to 37, the members of the staf were able to
pursue their scentific efforts with undiminished vigor
and unusually important results in many directions i
spite of often inadequate help and increasing demands
upon their time for other functions. It is to be hoped
at a reasonable balance can be struck so that these
achievements can continue and good men can find
encouragement to participate in the educational functions
of the Museum because they also find opportunity to
increase their own knowledge and that of the world.
In addition to the results of the expeditions sponsored
by friends of the Museum, all departments also received
numerous gifts of scientific specamens and collections.
Notable among these were the following: a large ethno-
logical collection from the South Pacific presented by
Mrs. Martin Burke in memory of her son, the late
Lieutenant Commander John Burke; a representative
collection of North American Indian eethnology received
from Mrs. J. Marvin Wright in the name of Major
Junius MacMurray and Mrs. MacMurray; a large
collection of Chinese opium pipes given, in part, by Mr.
Percy J. Orthwein and Mr. George A. Bates; an ethno-
logical collection from the Cameroons donated by Miss
Lillian Lithgow in memory of Dr. A. Woodruff Halsey;
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a series of objects from Oldnawa received from Mr.
Toyama Seiken and Dr. Willard A. Hanna; 59,854 insects,
chiefly butterflies, recei'ved from Mr. Frank Johnson; and
a collection ofover 5000 insects presented by Dr. Wiiam
Procter.
In the course of the year Dr. Erwin H. Ackerknecht
resigned from his position in the Department of Anthro-
pology to take up his duties as Professor of the History of
Medicine at the University of Wisconsin. Mr. Harry
Tschopik, Jr., was appointed Assistant Curator of
Ethnology. Dr. Albert P. Blair left the Department of
Animal Behavior, and Dr. T. C. Schneirla accepted
a fulltime appointment as Curator in that department.
The death of Dr. Milo Hellman, whose long assocation
with the Department of Anthropology has brought great
credit to the Museum, is a source of deep regret for our
institution.
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PUBLICATIONS
This list includes all titles of cientfic serial publicatons and
books issued by the American Museum, and of other articles by staff
members, except those by assocates whose research was entirely
done elsewhere, and those appearing in Natural Histor.
AcxNzcwr, ERwm H.
1946. Primitive medicine; a contrast with modern praie.
Merck Rept., vol. 55, no. 3, pp. 4-8.
1946. Medieval medicine. Ibid., vol. 55, no. 4, pp. 4-9.
1946. Contradictions in primitive surgery. Bull. Hist. Med.,
vol. 20, pp. 184-187.
1947. Primitive surgery. Amer. Anthrop., vol. 49, pp. 25-45.
AiHwD, MUZAFnR
1947. New termites from the Indo"Malayan and Papuan regions.
Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1342,7 pp., 7 figs.
AmADON, DEN, AND S. G. JEwTw
1946. Notes on Philippine birds. Auk, vol. 63, pp. 541-559.
B=, ERNEs L.
1946. A catalogue of the Hesperioidea of Venezuela. Bol. nt.
Venetolana, vol 5, nos. 3, 4, pp. 65-203.
1947. New species and subspeces of neotopical Hesperiidae
(Lepidoptera, Rhopalca). Amer. Mus. Novitates, no.
1330,9 pp., 8 figs.
BLz&, ALBERT P.
1946. Description of a six'yearold hybrid toad. Amer. Mu.
Novitates, no. 1327, 3 pp., 1 fig.
1946. The effectsof various hormones on primary and secondary
sex characrs of juvenile Bsfo fowkri. Jour. Exp. Zool,
vol. 103, pp. 365-400, 32 figs.
1947. Variation of two characters in Bufo fowlri and Bufo
amerianus. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1343, 5 pp.,
2 tables.
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BLAIR, ALBERT P.-(COntinUCd)
1947. The male warning vibration in Bu&o. Ibid., no. 1344,7 pp.,
2 figs., 1 table.
1947. Field observations on spadefoot toads. Copeia, p. 67.
BOGzRT, CHARLE8 M.
See Schmidt, Karl P., and Charles M. Bogert
BmzRD, C. M., JR.
1946. On the mating behavior of free garter snakes assoated
with water. Copeia, pp. 236-241, fig. 1, pls. 1, 2.
1946. Amphibians and reptiles of the Rio Chucunaque drainage,
Darien, Panama, with notes on their lfe histories and
habits. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 86, pp. 375-436,
figs. 1-2S, pls. 42-60, tables 1-11.
1946. An analysis of the deceptive resemblances of fishes to
plant parts, with critical remarks on protective colortion,
mimicry and adaptation. Bull. Bingham Oceanogr. Coil.,
vol. 10, art. 2, pp. 1-49, figs. 1-3, pls. 1, 2.
1947. An analysis of the geometry of symmetry with especial
reference to the squamation of fishes. Bull. Amer. Mus.
Nat. Hist., vol. 88, pp. 321-412, figs. 1-43, pis. 15, 16,
tables 1-6.
See Schlagel, Sylvia R., and C. M. Breder, Jr.
BBun, C. M., Ja., AND EuGENI CLARu.
1947. A contnlbution to the visceral anatomy, development, and
relationships of the Plectognathi. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat.
Hist., vol. 88, pp. 287-320, figs. 1-8, pls. 11-14, tables 1, 2.
BaiRm, C. M., JR., AND PRISCILLA RASQUIN
1947. Evidence for the lack ofa growth principle in the optic cyst
of Mexican cave fish. Zoologica, New York, vol. 32, pp.
29-33, figs. 1, 2.
Biwnum, C. M., JR., AND JANEr ROEMHIW
1947. Comparative behavior of various fishes under differing
conditions of aggregation. Copeia, pp. 29-40, fig. 1.
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CHAPIN, JAMES P.
1946. A new lark from the French Congo. Bull. Brit. Ornith.
Club, vol. 67, pp. 6-8.
1947. Color variation in shrikes of the genus Chlorophoneus.
Auk, vol. 64, pp. 53-64.
COLBERT, EDWIN HARRIS
1946. Sebecus, representative of a peculiar suborder of fossil
Crocodilia from Patagonia. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
vol. 87, pp. 217-270, figs. 1-30, pls. 11-16, tables 1, 2.
1947. Studies of the phytosaurs Machaeroprosopus and Rutiodon.
Ibid., vol. 88, pp. 53-96, figs. 1-12, pls. 3-10, tables 1-6.
1947. A paleontologist's view of the geology curriculum. Interim
Proc. Geol. Soc. Amer., 1947, pt. 1, pp. 8-14.
1947. The function of vertebrate paleontology in the earth
sciences. Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., vol. 58, pp. 287-291.
CONOVER, BOARDMAN, AND WILLIAM H. PHELPs
1947. La distribuci6n geografica de las subspecies de la pava de
monte Penelope grant. Bol. Soc. Venezolana Cien. Nat.,
no. 68, pp. 321-325.
COOLEY, R. A.
1947. Dermantor dissimilis, a new species of tick from southern
Mexico. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1332,3 pp., 10 figs.
DELACOUR, JEAN
1947. The birds of Malaysia. New York, The Macnillan Co.,
xviii+382 pp., 84 figs.
DzLACOUR, JEAN, AND ERNsT MAYTh
1946. Birds of the Philippines. New York, The Macmillan Co.,
xviii+309 pp., 69 figs.
DOS PASSOS, CYRUL FRANKLIN
1947. Notes on Grinnell's types of Erynis ShrankLepidoptera,
Hesperiidae). Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1337, 3 pp.
1947. The photography of types of Lepidoptera. Bull. Brooklyn
Ent. Soc., vol. 40, pp. 166-169.
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DUGAND, AR NDO, AND WILLIAM H. PHLPs
1946. El status geografico de las aves de Maipures (Colombia).
Oaldasia, vol. 4, no. 18, pp. 243-276, 2 maps.
DuNAR, CARL 0.
1946. Parafusulina from the Permian of Alaska. Amer. Mus.
Novitates, no. 1325, 4 pp., 8 figs., 1 table.
EKHoLM, GORDON F.
1946. TheprobableuseofMexicanstoneyokes. Amer.Anthrop.,
new ser., vol. 48, pp. 593-606, pls. 1-4.
ELs, BROOu8 F., AND ANGELINA R. MusnIA
1947. Catalogue of Poraminifera. Special Publ., Amer. Mus.
Nat. Hist., suppl. for 1946.
FALENBACH, CHARLE H.
See Schultz, C. Bertrand, and Charles H. Falkenbach
GILLARD, E. THOmAs
1946. Two new gray seed-eaters from South America. Auk, vol.
63, pp. 570-574.
GOODNIGHT, CLARNCE J. AND MARI L.
1947. Studies of the phalangid fauna of Central America. Amer.
Mus. Novitates, no. 1340, 21 pp., 38 figs.
GOODWIN, GEORGE G.
1946. Mammals of Costa Rica. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.,
vol. 87, pp. 271-474, figs. 1-50, pl. 17, map 1.
GREGORY, WILLIAM KING
1946. Some critical phylogenetic stages leading to the flight of
birds. Proc. Linnaean Soc., New York, nos. 54-57, pp.
1-15 figs. 1-7.
1947. The monotremes and the palimpsest theory. Bull. Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 88, pp. 1-52, figs. 1-17, pls. 1, 2,
table 1.
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GREGORY, WMLIA KIN -(condnued)
1947. The roles of motile larvae and fixed adults in the origin of
vertebrates. Quart. Rev. Biol., vol. 21, no. 4, pp. 348-364,
12 figs.
GtzGoRy, WILLAM KING, AND FRANCEscA LAMONTz
1947. The world of fishes. Man and Nature Publications, Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist., Science Guide no. 122, 96 pp., illus.
GUDoaR, EUGENE W.
1946. Unusual finny heads and faces. Nat. Mag., Washington,
vol. 39, pp. 317-319, 330, 2 figs.
1946. Rains of fishe&-myth or fact. Science, vol. 103, pp.
693-694.
1946. Does the stingray strike and poison fishes? Sci. Monthly,
vol. 63, pp. 110-116, 4 figs.
1946. An albino rusty dab, Lim4nda fcrruginca, with notes on
other abnormalities in atfishs. Jour. ElihaMitchell sci.
Soc., vol. 62, pp. 73-76, fig.
1946. Oral beathing valves in fishes (1685-1935). Jour. Morph.,
vol. 79, pp. 263-285, 11 figs.
1947. The only known fish-catching plant: Utricularia, the
bladderwort. Sci. Monthly, vol. 64, pp. 369-384, 11 figs.
HAA, Omo H.
1946. Neotypes for species based on pathological sPeCimens.
Nature, vol. 157, no. 3995, p. 700.
1947. Three nomenclatural problems in Liasic Ammoidea
Jour. Paleont., vol. 21, pp. 79-80.
1947. On the status of the name Aturoidet Vredenburg, 1925
(Class Cephalopoda, Order Nautiloidea). BulL Zool.
Nomencl., vol. 1, pt. 10, pp. 243-244.
HAAs, OrTo HL, AND GEORGE GAYLORD SDesoN
1946. Analysis of some phylogenetic terms, with attempts at
redefinition. Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc., vol. 90, pp. 319-349.
Hz,J. ERa
1947. A zoologist looks at raciology. Jour. Mammal., voL 28,
pp. 87-89.
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Hoots, D. A.
1947. Pleistocene remains of Panthera tigris (Lineus) sub'
speces from Wanhsien, Szechwan, Chia, compared with
fossil and recent tigers from other loca . Amer. Mus.
Novitates, no. 1346, 17 pp., 3 figs., 8 tables.
HTMAN, LIBB H.
1946. The nature of the eosinophious spheres in the intstinal
epithelium of plnarians: a correction. Trans. Amer.
Micro. Soc., vol. 55, pp.263-277.
HULL, PRtANK M.
1946. The genus Lepidostla Mik. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no.
1326, 15 pp., 36 figs.
Y.ALN,MAR D.
1946. Survey of contemporary knowledge of biogeochmisty.
1. Isotopic phenomena inbiogeochemistry. Bull. Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 87, pp. 101-138, figs. 1-3, tables 1-9.
KLrs, Eurn BROUGHTON
1947. Chinese draganflies (Odonta) in the American Museum of
Natural History. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1341, 15
pp., 29 figs.
LAMomiz, FRANCESCA
See Gregory, Wiliam King, and Francesca LaMonte
MAYR, ERNsT
1946. The naturalist in Leidy's time and today. Proc. Acad.
Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, vol. 98, pp. 271-276.
1947. Notes on tailorbirds (Orthotomus) from the Philippine
Islands. Jour. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 37, pp. 140-141.
See Delacour, Jean, and Ernst Mayr
MAYR, ERN8T, AND JEAN DELACOUR
1946. Supplementary notes on the -family Anatidae. Wilson
Bull., vol. 58, pp. 104-110.
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MAYR, ERNST, AND K. A. HinWOOD
1946. A revision of the striped-crowned perdalotes. Emu, vol.
46, pp. 49-67.
MEAD, MARGARET
1946. Changing food habits in the poet.war period. Nutrition
for young and old. New York State Joint Legislative
Committee on Nutrition, egislative Document no. 76,
pp. 60-4.
1946. Professional problems ofeducaion dependent cotutries.
Jour. Negro Educ., vol. 40, no. 3, pp. 346-357.
1946. The American people. I" The world's people and how
they live. London, Odims Press, Ltd., pp. 143-463.
1947. The Mountain Aapeh. II. Socio-economic life. IV.
Diary of events in Aitoa. Anthrop. Papers Amer. Mus&
Nat. Hist., vol. 40, pp. 139-420, fig. 1, ple. 18-21.
1947. On the impliatios for anthopology of the Gesell-IIg
approach to maturation. Amer. Anthrop., new ser., vol.
49, pp. 69-77.
1947. Problems in clinical ra . Amer. Jour. Orthopsy'
chiatry, vol. 17, pp. 227-228.
1947. Age patteing in persm ality development. Ibid., vol. 17,
pp. 231-240.
1947. The application of anthropological tecbniques to cross-
national communication. Trans. New-York Acad. Sci..
ser. 2, vol. 9, pp. 133-152.
1947. The concept of culture and the psychosomatic approh..
Psychiatry, vol. 10, pp. 37-76.
MsINA, ANGELINA R.
See Ellis, Brooks F., and Angelina R. Messina
MICHENER, CHARLis D.
1946. Notes on the habits of some Panamanian stingless bees.
(Hymenoptera, Apidae). Jour. New York Ent. Soc., vol.
54, pp. 179-197.
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MICIEuNaR, CHARus D.-(continuoe)
1946. The taxonomy and bionomics of some Panamanian trombi'
diid mites (Acarina). Ann. Ent. Soc. Amer., vol. 39, pp.
349-380.
1946. Taxonomic and bionomic notes on some Panamanian
chiggers (Acarina, Trombiculinae). Ibid., vol. 39, pp.
411-417.
1946. The taxonomy and bionomics ofa new subgenus of chigger
mites (Acarina, Trombiculinae). Ibid., vol. 39, pp. 431-
445.
1947. Some observations on Lasioglossum (Hemihalictes) lustrans
(Hymenoptera, Halictidae). Jour. New York Ent. Soc.,
vol. 55, pp. 49-50.
1947. Chiggers or redbugs. Ann. Rept. Gorgas Mem. Lab.,
1946, pp. 13-14.
1947. Mosquitoes of a limited area in southern Mippi.
Amer. Midland Nat., vol. 37, pp. 325-374.
MOORi, JOHN A.
1946. Hybridization between Rau palustris and d t
geographical forms of Rana pipiens. Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci., vol. 32, pp. 209-212.
MUMA, MARTIN H.
1946. North American Ageleidae of the genus Coras Simon.
Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1329,20 pp., 52 figs.
1947. North American Agelenidae of the genus Wadotes
Chamberlin. Ibid., no. 1334, 12 pp., 44 figs.
MuRPny, ROBERT CUSHMAN
1947. Logbook for Grace: Whaling brig Daisy, 1912-1913. New
York, The Macmillan Co., xiv+290 pp., illus.
1947. Captain Beingshausenss voyage 1819-1821. Geogr. Rev.,
vol. 37, pp. 303-306.
Nzwzu., NORMAN D.
1946. Geologic history of the Lake Titicaca region, Peru. Tras.
New York Acad. Sci., ser. 2, vol. 9, pp. 1-7.
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NwaLL, NORMAN D., AND CARLO. DUNBAR
1946. Marine early Pamian of the cental Andes and its fusuline
faunas. Amer. Jour. Sci., vol. 244, pp. 377-42, 457-491.
NIcHoLs, J. T.
1947. On young Wetern Atlantic Seriolas. Copeia, 259-260.
1947. Notes on the mud turtle. Hp ica, VOl. 3, pp.
147-148.
1947. Birth of a waterspout. Long Island Forum, vol. 10, no.
4, P. 77.
OuVER, JAmE A.
1946. An aggregation of Pacific sea turtles. Copeia,.p. 103.
1947. The status of Lcptophis Bell. Ibid., p. 64.
PARR, A. E.
1946. The Macrouridae of the western north Atlantic and
Central American sa. Bull. Bingham Oceanog. Coll.,
vol. 10, pp. 1-99, figs. 1-28.
1946. A new species of Gyrinomimus from the Gulf of Mexico.
Copeia, pp. 116-117, pl. 1.
1946. On taxonomic questions related to the classificatio Of
Barbourisia, the Cetomimidae and the Iniomi. Ibid., pp.
260-262.
1947. A new genus of deepsea fish from the Gulf of Panama.
Ibid., pp. S9-61, 1 fig.
PTRUNVITCH, ALxANDER
1946. Fossil spiders in the collection of the American Museum of
Natural History. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1328, 36
pp., 80 figs.
PIIELP4 WILAM H.
See Conover, Boardman, and William H. Phelps
See Dugand, Armando,-and William H. Phelps
See Zimmer, John T., and Wlliam H. Phelps
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PHELPS, WILLiAM H., AND WILLIAM H. PHELPS, JR.
1946. Descripcion de cinco aves nuevas de Venezuela y comen-
tarios 6obre Columbigallina passevina tortugensis Fer'
nandez y Machacropterus regulus aureopectus Phelps y
Gilliard. Bol. Soc. Venezolana Cien. Nat., nos. 65-66, pp.
149-161.
1946. Descripcion de cuatro aves nuevas de los Cerros Paraque
y Ptari-tepui y notas sobre Bubulicus ibis, Myioborus
cardonai y Platycichla leucops. Ibid., no. 67, pp. 229-240.
POUGH, FREDERICK H.
1946. Little known gemstones, sphene. Jewelers' Circular'
Keystone, vol. 116, no. 10, pp. 222, 270, 271.
1946. 'Little known gemstones, spodumene. Ibid., vol. 116, no.
11, pp. 264, 316, 317, 320, 321.
1946. Little known gemstones, zircon. Ibid., vol. 116, no. 12, pp.
292, 337, 339, 341, 343.
1946. Little known gemstones, scapolite. Ibid., vol. 117, no. 1,
pp. 262,306-308.
.1946. Little known gemstones, diopside. Ibid., vol. 117, no. 2,
pp. 260, 298-300.
1946. Little known gemstones, feldspar. Ibid., vol. 117, no. 3,
pp.222, 275-277.
1947. Little known gemstones, hematite. Ibid., vol. 117, no. 4,
pp. 242,9290, 292.
1947. Little known gemstones, quartz. Ibid., vol. 117, no. 5, pp.
224,271-274.
1947. New X-ray tube changes gem colors. Ibid., vol. 117, no. 6,
pp. 248,250,306,,307.
1947. Two new poariscopes for jewelers. Ibd., vol. 117, no. 7.
PP. 246, 338.
1947. Little known gemstones, smoky quartz. Iid., vol. 117, no.
8, pp. 236, 281, 283.
1947. Experiments in X-ray irradiation. Amer. Mim., vol. 32,
pp. 32-43.
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RAMSEY, GRACE PFis8
1947. American Museum's "Oscar" for school-made film. Film
and Radio Guide, vol. 13, no. 5.
1947. Third annual museum audio-visual aids institute. Educ.
Screen, vol. 26, no. 2.
RANEY, EDWARD C., AND ERNEr A. LACHN.
1947. Hypentelium roanokensc, a new catostomid fish from the
Roanoke River in Virginia. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no.
133i, 1S pp., 3 figs., 6 tables.
RASQUIN, PRI4ILLA
1946. On the reappearance of melanophores in blind goldfish.
Coi,xia, pp. 8-91.
1947. Proressive pigmentary regression in fishes associated with
cave environments. Zwologica, New York, vol. 32, pp.
35-42, fig. 1, pi. 1.
Se Breder, C. M., Jr., and Priscilla Rasquin
SCHAEPFER, BOBB
1947. Cretaceous and Tertiary actinopterygian fishes from Brazil.
Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 89, pp. 1-40, figs. 1-6,
pls. 1-7, tables 1, 2.
1947. An Eocene serranid from Patagomia. Amer. Mus. Novi-
tates, no. 1331, 9 pp., 4 figs.
ScHLAGEL, SnviA R., AND C. M. BRsmzR, JR.
1947. A study of the oxygen consumption of blind and eyed
cave characins in light and in darkness. Zoologica, New
York, vol. 32, pp. 17-27, figs. 1, 2.
SCHIDT, KARL P., AND CHARL= M. BOczRT
1947. A new fringe-footed sand lizard from Coahuila, Mexico.
Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1339, 9 pp., 4 figs.
SCNEfIRIA, T. C.
1946. Problems in the biopsychology of social organization. Jour.
Abnormal Soc. Psych., vol. 41, pp. 385-402.
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ScmqrnluA, T. C.-(continued)
1947. A study of army-ant life and behavior under dry-season
conditions with special reference to reproductive functions.
1. Southern Mexico. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1336,
20 pp., 2 figs.
SCHULTZ, C. BERTAND, AND CHARLES H. FALENDACH
1947. Merychyinae, a subfamily of oreodonts. Bull. Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 88, pp. 157-286, figs. 1-17, tables 1-6,
charts 1-4.
SIMPSON, GEORGE GALORD
1946. Tertiary land bridges. Trans. New York Acad. Sci., ser. 2,
vol. 8, pp. 255-258.
1946. Fossil penguins. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 87,
pp. 1-100, figs. 1-33, tables 1-9.
See Haas, Otto H., and George Gaylord Simpson
SVENsON, HENRY K.
1947. Group of Elcochans palustvis in North America. Rhodora,
vol. 49, pp. 61-67.
TATn, G. H. H.
1946. Geographical distribution of the bats in the Australsian
archipelago. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1323, 21 pp., 2
figs., 2 tables.
1947. Results of the Archbold expeditions. No. 56. On the
anatomy and classification of the Dasyuridae (Marsupialia).
Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 88, pp. 97-156, fig. 1,
tables 1-9.
1947. Mammals of eastem Asia. New York, The Maillan
Co., xvi+366 pp., 79 figs.
1947. A list of the mammals coUected at Rancho Grnde, in
a montane cloud forest of northem Venezuela. Zoologica,
New York, vol. 32, pp. 65-66.
VAURE, CHARLES
1947. Two new drongos from the Philippines. Amer. Mus.
Novitates, no. 1335, 3 pp.
1947. Chimney swift bathing. Auk, vol. 64, pp. 308-309.
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Vor, HAotm E.
1946. Contributions to the paleontology of the Lebanon Moun'
tains, Republic of Lebanon. Part 3. The pelecypod fauna
of the "Olive Locality" (Aptian) at Abeih. Bull. Amer.
Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 87, pp. 139-216, fig. 1, pls. 1-10.
WALLS, WILSoN D.
1947. The Canadian Dakota. Anthrop. Papers Amer. Mus. Nat.
Hist., vol. 41, pp. 1-226.
YOUNG, CHUNG CHMEN
1946. The Triassic vertebrate remains of China. Amer. Mus.
Novitates, no. 1324, 14 pp., 2 figs.
ZIMER, JOHN T.
1946. A new subspecies of tanager from northeaster Colombia.
Jour. Washington Acad. Sci., vol. 36, pp. 389-390.
1946. A new subspecies of wedge'bill from Colombia. Auk, vol.
63, pp. 568-569.
1947. Studies of Peruvian birds. No. 51. The genera Chloro'
twhraupis, Creurgops, Eucomeis, Trichothraupis, Nemosia,
Hemithraupis, and Thlypopsis, with additional notes on
Piranga. Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1345, 23 pp.
1947. Yellow-billed loon on Long Island, New York. Auk, vol.
64, pp. 145-146.
ZDMMU, JOHN T., AND WIWAM H. PHEL
1947. Seven new subspecies of birds from Venezuela and Brazil.
Amer. Mus. Novitates, no. 1338, 7 pp., 1 map.
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY
SERIAL SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS
NATURAL HIToRY, the Magazine of the American Museum of
Natural History:
Volumes 1-56, no. 6, 19(X-June, 1947. An illustrated magzine,
issued monthly, excepting July and August, devoted to records
of scientific reserch, exploration, and discovery, of the de-
velopment of museum exhibitions and of museum influence on
education. Contributors include the scientific sta£f, explorers,
and Members of the American Museum, and other eminent
naturalists. Issued to all Members as one of the privileges of
membership, or on subscription $4.00 ($4.50 Canada, New'
foundland, and all foreign countries); 50c a copy.
TH JUNIOR NATURAL HITORY MAGAZINE:
Volumes 1-12, no. 4, 1936-June, 1947. An illustrated monthly
maga2ine for young readers. $1.25 a year ($1.50 a year, Canada,
Newfoundland, and all foreign countries); 15c a copy; special
rates for schools.
BuznN OP TH AMERICAN MuuUM:
Volumes 149, art. 1, 1881-June, 1947. Scientific records of
explorations and collections of the Museum, in Geology,
Paleontology, Mineralogy, Zoology, and, originally, Anthro-
pology. $4.00-$10.0O a volume.
ANHROPOLOGICAL PAPERS OP THz AMERICAN MUSEUM:
Volumes 1-41, pt. 1, 1906-June, 1947. Discoveries, explorations,
and researches in Archaeology, Anthropology, and Ethnology
among the extinct and living races of man. 25c-$5.00 a part.
AmERICAN MUSEUM NovrrATES:
Nos. 1-1346, 1921-June, 1947. Devoted to publication of pre-
liminary announcements and descriptions of new forms in
the fields of Zoology, Paleontology, Geology, and Mineralogy.
15c each.
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MMoWOP TH AMRICAN MuuM:
Volumes I XV, 1893-1930; New Series, Ill, 1912-1921.
(Volumes II, IV, V, VII, VIII, X-XV form the Jesup North
Pacific Expedition series, Volumes I[XI.) Price range from
75c to $18.00 a part.
SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS
A REVIEW OP THZ PRIMATE:
By Daniel Giraud Elliot. 1913. A monogaphic treatise in three
quarto volumes. Paper, $35.00; morocco, $45.00.
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FPmm:
By Bashford Dean. 1916-1923. Covers the entire liteature of
fiwhes to 1914 and embraces 45,000 title arranged alphabetically
by authors. Thr volumes. Volume 1 out of print.
TH BSHPoRD DEAN MEMORIAL VOLUM:
omplet in eight articles, 1930-1942. $15.00.
OcwAc BIwS or SouTi AumIA:
By Robert C n Murphy. 1936. The first comp ive
work in its field. Two quarto volumes, cloth--bound. Out of
print.
LxsT op NEw GuunA Bnw:
By Ernst Mayr. A systac and faunal list of the birds of
NewG a and adjacent islands. 1941. $2.00.
PROBOCsIcA:
By Henry Fairfield Osbom. A monographic study, in two quarto
volumes, cloth-bound. Volume 1, 1936, $20.00; Volume II,
1942, $20.00.
TERTIRY MAMMALS AND PRMIAN VERTEBRATE:
Hitherto unpublished plates. Prepared under the direction of
Edward Drinker Cope, with descriptions of plates by Wiam
Diller Matthew. 1915. $4.25.
Fosm VERmTBRATES IN THE AMERICAN MusEuM:
Volumes 1-16, 1892-1945. Colected reprints on vertebrate
paleontology from the Department of Geology and Paleontology.
$5.00-$18.00 each.
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ZOOLOGY OP THIE CONGO:
Collected papers from the American Museum Bulletin and
Novitates. List on application.
CENTRAL ASIATIC ExpzrrIONm:
Collected papers from the American Museum Bulletin and
Novitates:
Vol. I. "Preliminary Reports," 1918-1925. 8vo. $10.40.
Vol. II. "Prelm Reports," 1926-1929; 8vo. $9.75.
Vol. III. Current.
"Natural History of Central Asia," 12 quarto volumes bound in
cloth:
Vol. I. "The New Conquest of Central Asia," by R. C.
Andrews and others. 1932. $10.00.
Vol. II. "Geology of Mongolia," by C. P. Berkey and F. K.
Morris. 1927. $10.00.
Vol. III. "Geologic Studies in Mongolia," by C. P. Berkey,
F. K. Morris, L. E. Spock, and P&e Teilhard de Chardin. (In
preparation.)
Vol. IV. "The Pemian of Mongolia," by A. W. Grabau.
1931. $10.00.
Vol. V. "The Topography of Mongolia," by C. P. Berkey,
L. B. Roberts, W. P. T. Hill, and W. G. Wyman. (In prepa-
ration.)
Vol. VI. "The Fossil Reptilia of Mongolia," by Edwin H.
Colbert. (In preparation.)
Vol. VII. "The Fossil Mammalia of Mongolia," by George
Gaylord Simpson. (In preparation.)
Vol. VIII. "The Archaeology of Mongolia," by N. C. Nelson
and A. W. Pond. (In preparation.)
Vol. IX. "The Fresh-Water Fishes ofChina," by J. T. Nichols.
1943. $9.00, paper-bound only.
Vol. X. "The Reptiles ofChina," by C. H. Pope. 1935. $10.00.
Vol. X. "The Mammals of China and Mongolia," Glover
M. Allen. Part 1, 1938, $10.00; Part 2, 1940, $10.00.
Vol. XII. "The Botany and Palaeobotany of Mongolia," by
R. W. Chaney. (In preparation.)
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THz U.S.S. "ALBATRoss IN LOwzR CALIFORNIAN SEs:
Cruise of 1911. In charge of C. H. Townsend. Collection of
reprints from the American Museum Bulletn and Novitates.
$7.25.
JoL AsAPH ALLEN, 1838-1921:
Autobiographical Notes and a Bibliography of the Sientific
Publications. 1916. $2.00.
FREDERIC AuGurrus Lucss, 1852-1929:
Fifty Years of Museum Work: Autobiography, Unpublished
Papers, and Bibliography. 1933. $1.00.
HAsNDBOOKs, SCNCz GUMIS, AND GENEAL GumI:
Handbook Series, Nos. 1-14, 1912-1945. Dealing with subjects
illustrated by the collections rather than with the objects
themselves. $1.00-$1.75 each.
Science Guide Series, Nos. 1-129, 1901-June, 1947. Illustrated
pamphlets describing exhibits, or series of exibits, of special
interest and importance, or dealing with the contents of an
entire hail. loc-$1.00 each.
General Guide to the Exhibition Halls of the American Museum
of Natural History. 178 pages, many illustrations. 1943. $1.00.
A SACRED ALANAC OF THs AzTCs:
Edited by George C. Vaillant. Limited edition. Set of eighteen
bound platu with explanation and introduction. From the
original manuscript of preSpanish date. 1940. $1.00.
THE HAYDEN PIANrAwUuM:
A guidebook. 32 pages, many illustrations. 1945. SOc.
SCHOOL SERVICE SERus:
A pamphlet, dealing with the Museum's first Nature Trails, by
Frank E. Lut2, Curator, Department of Insect Life. 1931.
Illustrated, loc.
Six pamphlets, dealing with the Nature Trails and Trailside
Museum at Bear Mountain, by William H. Carr, Assistant
Curator, Department of Education. lllustrated. lSc-25c each.
Two pamphlets on Projects in Science and Nature Study, 15c-
2Sc each.
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THE REOPENING OF THE MECAN AND CENTRAL AMERICAN HALL,
FEBRUARY 25, 1944:
Addresses by Messrs. A. Perry Osborn, Arcibald MacLeish,
A. E. Parr, and Harry L. Shapiro, and sixteen filll tone plates
illustrating the collections. 1944.
A LIsT OF THE MAMMALS OF THE JAPANESE WAR AREA:
Pt. 1. New Guinea and Eastward. Pt. 2. The Greater Sunda
Area (Islands of the Northeast Margin of the Indian Ocean:
Andamans, Nicobars, Sumatra, Java, Bali). Pt. 3. Lesser
Sunda Islands, Moluccas, Celebes. Pt. 4. Bomeo and the
Islands of the China Sea. By G. H. H. Tate. 1944. 15c each
part.
SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE PUBLICATIONS
ANNUAL REPORTs OF THE PRESIDENT:
First Report, Janiuary, 1870 Sventy-seventh, 1946.
HISTORY, PLAN AND SCOPE OP THE AMRICAN MUSUM oP NATURAL
HISTORY. 1911.
ANNUAL REPORS OF THE PENSION BoA1: Nos. 1-30, 1913-1942.
STYLE SHET FOR THE SciENTIpIc PAPR OF THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OP NATURAL HISTORY. 1943.
Price lists are available of publications on the following subects:
Invertebrate Palaeontology, Vertebrate Palaeontology, Invertebrates
except Arthropoda, Arthropoda, Ichthyology, Reptiles and Am'
phibia, Ornithology, Mammalogy, Anthropology, Geology, Miner-
alogy, Botany, Palaeobotany, and List of Maps.
All publications are issued by the Trustees. Applications for
purchase or exchange may be made to the Librarian, the American
Museum of Natural. History, Central Park West at 79th Street,
New York 24, New York.
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
The balance sheet showing the financial condition at June 30,
1947, and a sumary statement of the income and expenses for the
fiscl year ended June 30, 1947, follow:
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THE AMERICAN MUtSEUM
BALANCE
JUNE 30,
ASSETS
ECNDOWMENT AND OTHER NON-EXPENDABLE FUNDS:
EDwOwMu mm Ttuvr FuNws:
Cash in bank
Investments at book ralue:
Bonds $5,529,005.4
Prefered stocks 4,589,868.
Common stock 4,207,324.,
Real estate 609 632.'
Promissory notes 35,353..
CURRENT FUNDS:
Gzu4L FUNs:
Cash in bank on hand
Accounts receivable
Due from othet funds (contra)
Loans receivable
Prepaid expense
uC Pu.Fws:
Cash in bank
Investments at book value:
Bonds
Common stocks
Dues firom other funds (contra)
,66
18
77
15
,6
$21,886.35
70,354.40
46,074.18
72,545.62
639.11
$190,870.03
14,971,183.92 $15,162.053M
$211,499.66
$319,510.61
$128,124.67
23,900.00 152,024.67
567,658.26 $1,039,193.54
AUxmLIRY Acrrsn:
Cash in bank and on hand
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Prepaid expens
AGENCY FUNDS:
PEsON FUND:
Cash in bank
Loan receivable
Investments at book value:
Bonds
Pefd stocks
Real estate
Ous. AouNco FuNW:
Cash in bank
Accounts reeivabe
$102,009.29
1,76.90
75,040.46
4,834.66 183,611.31 $1,434,304.51
$191,278.74
50.00
$1,671,723.80
1,076,832.74
25,877.00 $2,774,433.54 $2,965,762.28
$21,838.75
5,368.78 27,207.53 $2,992,969.81
$19,589,32.27
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OF NATURAL HISTORY
SHEET
FUNDS AND UABILITIES
ENDOWMENT AND OTHER NON-EXPENL FUNDS:
ENDOWMET FUND:
Funds with income avaiable for-
Restricted purpos $6,962.965.26
Unrestricted purpos 2,735,820.86
Pum FuNcr:onwo s EunowNwy:
Funds with principal and income
available for restric purpoes $50,463.93
Funds with use o pnp s
to Board approvl and income
aiable fo unrstricted purpo 1,153,226.47
Funds with p al d income
available for ur te purpos 3,434,833.74
TRusr FuNsa:
Funds with income avaiable for-
Restricted purpos 70,146.98
Unrestricted purposes 734, 71
CURRENT FUNDS:
GENERAL Futns:
Supene accout
Due to other funds (contra)
Reserve for depatm tal expense
Contrbuted capital
Defcit
July 1, 1946
For the year
8IECIL PuN:
Due to other funds (contra)
Balances of funds
AuxU tART Acnm:
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses
Suspense account
Due to other funid (contra)
Dedm
9Suplus:
JuY 1, 1946f the year
June 30, 1947
AGENCY FUNDS:
PENsON FUND:
Principa of find
Welfa fuhnd
$160.9847
211,537.51
$63,749.19
3,674.66
O Ta AGENcY PuN,s:
Due to other funds (contra)
Bala offunds
$9,698,712
4,63824.14
824,743.69 $15,162,053.95
$3,00
567,658.26
977.38
$571,635.64
15,000.00$586,635.6
375,135.98 $211,499.66
$5,074.18
1,034,119.36 $1,039,193.4
$8,449.79
119.91
585.68
38,000.00
69,032.08$116,187.46
67,423.85 183,611.31 $1,434,304.51
$2,964,792.47
969.81 $2,965,762.28
$3,000.0024,27.53 27,207.53 $2,992,969.81$19,589,3287
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF ENDOWMENT AND
OTHER NON-EXPENDABLE FUNDS
For the year July 1, 1946, to June 30, 1947
BMbcz, JULY 1, 1946:
Endowment funds
Funds functi as endowment
Trust funds
Temporary investment finds
ADDITIoNs:
New finds:
Gifts and bequests
Net pro6t on sales of investments:
Proceeds
Book value
$9,517,651.96
4,470,220.64
824,709.10
142,940.39 $14,955,522.09
141,549.34
$2,536,670.56
2,266,088.92
DmDucroNs:
Transferred to-
Current funds:
Genera funds
Special funds
Pension fund
BLANCE, Jumm 30, 1947:
Endowment funds
Funds functioning as endowment
Trust funds
$33,293.58
169,223.95
270,581.64 412,130.98
$1367.,653.07
$202,517.53
3,081.39 205,599.12
$9,698,786.12
4,638,524.14
824,743.69 $15,162,053.95
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SUMvMARY STATEMENT OF INCOME., EXPENDITURES,
AND BALANCES OF THE CURRENT FUNDS
For the year July 1, 1946, to June 30, 1947
GENERAL FUNDS
:mm
Appropriatim from the City of New Yk $801,110.12
Income from endowment and usxt funds 671,012.11
income fom outside trunts and fondations 40,305.72
Memberabip dues 51,380.00
Sals and 33,241.61
Other inome 20D507.34
Contn'butiks 93,815.09 $1,711,371.99
Eecutive, administative, and general expenses $464,327.37
Care and use of collections andsu of exibit 503,424.00
EBducation and exhibition 261,744.69
Operation anmitenan of physcal plant and other geal
services 725,729.64 1,955,225.70
Ewen of pditure over income $24853.71
Trnsured frm-
Unrestrictd fumds futionng a dowment $17,725.19
Temporary instmet fd 15,6B39
33,293.8
Transerred to reserve for 1947-1948 penditures 977.38 32,316.20
Dqi* for the yr $211,537.51
Dqici July 1,1946 163598&47
D'ict, June 30. 1947 375,135.98
SPECIAL FUNDS
hou:
Income from endowment and trust funds $34,674.53
Royalty payments a/c Eudor Hull Spalding Bequest 500000.00
aes and rvice 47,578.52
Contributiom 264,700.90 $846,953.95
mU:
Excutive, at v, and general expenss $4,332.65
Car and use ofcolc and supervision of exhibitions 237,240.07
EDducation and exhibition 8,234.51 249,807.23
Excess of income over expenditures $597,146.72
Transerred from temporary Ivcstment fd 169,223.95
InOAs 10R M TEAR $766,370.67
BALN cz or Fuas, July 1, 1946 267,748.69
B&Ico or' Fuws, Jum 30, 1947 $1,034,119.36
AUXILIARY ACTIVITIEM
INcoME:
Sale $420,487.62
Advertising 9.655.10
Other 3,183.88 $433,326.60
Deduct:
Cost of sales 264,166.88 $169,159.72
Selling expens 107,231.60
Administrative expenes 5,447.98
Fincia expenses 9,940.09
Promotional expense 42,865.39 165,485.06
PaLOm NRo MMi yUAL $3,674.66
SumUu JULY 1, 1946 63,749.19
SURLUS, JUNw 30, 1947 $67,423M85
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SUMMARY STATEMENT OF INCOME, EXPENDITURES,
AND BALANCES OF THEAGENCY FUNDS
For the year July 1, 1946, to June 30, 1947
PENSION FUND
BALANC, JULY 1, 1946:
Pension fund
Welfare fund
ADDmONm:
New funds:
Contributions by subsibing members
Contributions by trustees and selfsupporting
activities
Payments of interest on deferred contnbutions
Net income from invested funds
Net profits on ales of ive ts:
Proceeds
Book value
Transferred from u ted funds funtoning as
endowment
DzDucrWU:
Payments to members and beeciries:
Pension allowances
Death gratuity payments
Refuncds of contribution with interest
Welfar payments
Invstmnt servicing fees
BAL.ANcz, Juma 30, 1947
Pension fund
Welfare fund
$2,819,677.51
977.81 $2,820,63532
$68253.47
94,110.64
352.36
$1,946,709.68
1,924.690.12
$123,947.28
2,509.59
19.651.84
8.00
$162,716.47
105,286.10
22,019.S6
3,081.59 293,103.72
$3,113,759.04
$146,116.71
1,880.05 147,996.76
$2,4.792.47969.81 $2,965,762.28
OTHER AGENCY FUNDS
Icome:
Receipts for a/c individuals and societies
EmNDITuRs:
Payments for a/c individuals and societies
INCEAR POR THE YEAR
BLANCE OP FPU , JULY 1, 1946
BALACE op Funws, Jum 30, 1947
$395,121.52
388,27&06
$6,843.46
17,364.07
$24,207.53
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY
MEMBERSHIP
The total number of member and subscribers at the end of
June, 1947, was 42,192, divided as follows:
ciate Mimber ............27,871 PFows...................... 111
Annual M embes............. ,072 Honoray Felows.............. 6
inng Me s............ 144 Patrn ...................... 154
Corresponding Members..... 43 Associate c ........ 45
SuPPorting Membe ......... 10 Associate Founde ............ 9
Conributing Members.......... 6 Befactor................... 16
ifeMembers. 833 Endowment Members.......... 1
Honorary Life Members .. 77 Natural Hiso s ri e.....7,4
STATISTICS OF ATTENDANCE
Ti MuEum
General atteance........................ 1,40,109
xctures,eetings,specialt, etc............ 288,141
Total.. 1,696,250
HAYDEN PLNETA1UM
Paid . .............*Oo............. 361,S10
Servie pesn, free, July 1 to Sepmber .................. 1,622Speciallecturs.2......1..................... ,117through the Board of ctin, f ........................ 79,405
Adult educat shows........................................ 1,65
Total. 446,313
EDUCATIONAL SERVICEs
Taching swik=..... 694,102
Dan iand ecture progam ..... 39,191
Audi'vsuwal d nsitut and information.... 5,075
Fims, reached by ircuio......... .................... 4,50,000
Slids and hodacbnomes, reached by circulto 5 . 78M584
Lans Of circultingollons to schools, lbrUaries and coegs.... 9,136891
Tol..4.eo..oS33
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
President
P. TRUBEE DAVIsoN
First Vice-Prcsident
A. PRRY OSBORN
Treasurer
E. ROLAND HARRimAN
&cond Vice-President
CLEVELAND E. DoDGE
Secretary
CLARENCz L. HAY
ELECTIVE TRUSTEES
Class of 1947
F. TRUBE DAVISON CLARENCE L. HAY
LINcoLN ELLSWORTH DEAN SAGE
MALCOLM P. AWDRICH HARRY PAYNE BINGHAM
ALEANDER M. WHITEL-
ROBERT WooDs Bus
ARciu M. HUNTGTON
A. PERRY OSBORN
FREDERICK M. WARBURG
CHAUNCEY J. HAMLIN
SUYDAM CUTTING
WILLIAM PROCTER
ARTHUR S. VERNAY
CORNELIUs V. WHITNEY
H. B. CLARK
DANIL E. POMEROY
S. SLOAN COLT
W. DOUGLAs BURDEN
CLEVELAND E. DODGE
CHILDs FRICK
E. RoLAND HARRMAN
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Class of 1948
JAMES ROwLAND ANGELL
KEITH SPALDING
LEWIS W. DouGLAS
EDWARw C. CHILDS
Class of 1949
A. HAMILTON RICE
ROBERT EBARLL MCCONNELL
WILLIAM H. HARKNE
JOHN J. MCCLOY
Class of 1950
MICHAEL LERNLR
RICHARD K. MELLON
BEVERLEY R. ROBINSON
GEORGE M. MoPnTT
Class of 1951
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, 3RD
LEONARD C. SANFORD
ANDREY AVINOFF
FRANCIs T. SPAULDING
EX-OFFICIO TRUSTEES
WILLIAM O'DWYER
MAYOR OP THE CITY OP NEW YORK
LAZARUS JOsEH
COMPTROLLER OP THE CITY OP NEW YORK
ROBERT Mon
CO IONER OP PARKS OP THE CITY OP NEW YORK
A REPRESEITATVE OP THE
BOARD OP EDUCATION OP THE CITY OP NEW YORK
STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE TRUSTEES
Management Board
F. TRUBE DAvION, Chairman
E. RoLA) HA1UumAN
CLARNCz L. HAY
WILAm H. LATHAM, Repre-
senting the Commisioner of
Parks
A representative of the Board
Of Educaton
MAwoL P. ALDRICH
WLLAM H. HARKNEss
RICHARD K. MELLON
A. PERRY OsBORN
BzvmRux R. ROBINSON
JoEN D. RoCKEFLLE, 3RD
CORNEUS V. WHITNEY
ex-
officio
Finance Committce
E. ROLAND HARRIMAN,
Chairman
H. B. CLARK
S. SLOAN COLT
PREDICK M. WARBURG
ALEXANDER M. W8m
Auditing Committee
BEVERLE R. ROBINSON,
Chairman
H. B. CLARK
WILLAM PROCTR
Nominaing Committe
W. DouGLS BURDEN, Chairman
H. B. CL
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, 3RD
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SPECIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEES1
New Tork Stat Theodore Roosevelt Memorial
A. PERRY OSBORN, Chairman
LTwm L. CLARxe
MRS. W. SHEFFILD COWLE
MR8. RICHARD DERBY
Mu. LEWI W. DOUGLAS
JAME A. GARFILD
JAMS R. GAmum
MRu. WILLIAM H. GooD
HERMANN HAGEDORN
DAVID HINmHAW
ETER D. KERNAN
FRANK R. McCoy
GEORGE N. PINDAR
HrNRY L. STINMN
Conservation
DEAN SAGE, Chairman MICHAEL LERNER
CHILDs PRICK THOMAS C. DESMOND
E. ROLAND HARRIMAN ALBERT E. PARR2
CORNELIUS V. WHIrrNEY ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHYS
HAROLD E. ANTHONY,2 Secretary
PENSION
BEVERLEY R. ROBINSON, Chairman
F. TRUBEE DAVISON, CeXofficio
H. B. CLARK
A. PERRY OSBORN
FREDERICK M. WARBURG
BOARD
WALTER J. JOYCE'
OTTo M. LAMBERT2
JOHN R. SAUNDERS2
HAROLD E. ANTHONY,2
Secretary
COUNSEL
HAWKINS, DELAFIELD AND WOOD
iThe President is exofficio a member of advisory committees.
2Memba of the Staf.
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THE STAFF, JULY, 1947
ALBERT E. PARR, D.Sc., Director
WANE M. FAUNCE, Sc.B., Vice-Director and Executive S
WALTER F. M=STER, Assistant Treasurer
SCIENCE AND EDUCATION
Anthropology
H. L. SiiApnRo, Ph.D., Chairman, Curator of Physical Anthropology
MARGARET MEAD, Ph.D., D.Sc., Associate Curator of Ethnology
BELLA WEITZNER, Associate Curator of Ethnology
JUNIU8 B. Bnw, Associate Curator of Archaeology
GORDON F. EKHOLM, Ph.D., Associate Curator of Archaeology
JAma A. FORD, M.A., Assistant Curator of North American
Archaeology
HARRY TsCHOPIK, JR. M.A., Assistant Curator of Etnology
CLARENCE L. HAY, A.M., Reserch Associate
ROBERT VON HEINEGELDERN, Ph.D., Research Associate
RALPH LINTON, Ph.D., Research Associate
FEANZ WEIDENR.ICH, M.D., Research Associate
WLuAM DUNCAN STRONG, Ph.D., Research Associate
FREmuicy H. OsBORN, Litt. D., Sc.D., LL.D., Honorary Asociate
Azrronn-rr K. GORDON, Associate
Mammals
HAROLD B. ANTHONY, D.S.9 Chairman and Curator
Cuiws FIuCK, D.Sc., Honorary Curator of Late Tertiary and Qia'
tnary Mammals
G. H. H. TATz, D.&., Curator
GEORGE G. GOODWIN, Associate Curator
JOHN ERIc HxuL,1 Ph.D., Asociate Curator
T. DONAD CARnuR, Assistant Curator
RICHARD ARCHEBOLD, Research Associate
ARTHUR S. VERNAY, Field Associate
WILLI D. CAMPBELL, Field Associate
Did July 8, 1947.
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Birds
ROBERT CUsHAN MURPHY, Sc.D., Chaiman
JOHN T. ZIMMER, D.Sc., Curator
ERNST MAYR, Ph.D., Curator of the WhitneyRothschld Collections
JAES P. CQPIN, Ph.D., Associate Curator
CHARus E. O'BRMN, Assistant Curator
E. THoMAs GILLARD, Assistant Curator
DEAN AMADON, B.S., Assistant Curator
EuE M. B. NAUMBURG, Research Associate
CHARuzs K. NicHOiU, Reearch Associate and Honorary Libraian
JEAN DLACoUR, Lic. Sci., Research Associate
Cu.ARus VAURIE, D.D.S., Research Asociate
WLuAm H. PHELPs, B.S., Research Associate
Amphibians and Reptiles
CmARLEs M. BoGERT, A.M., Chairman and Curator
JAmE A. OLIvER, Ph.D., Associate Curator
BEssE MATALAs HECHT, A.B., Scientific Assistant
HAaVEY BAsLR, Ph.D., Sc.D., Research Associate
JOHN A. Moon, Ph.D., Research Associate
Fishes a Aquatic Bilogy
C. M. BREDER, JR., Sc.D., Chairman and Curator
JOHN T. NICHoL, A.B., Curator of Fishes
FRANCESCA R. LAMoNTE, B.A., Associate Curator of Fishes and Mu-
seum Secretary for Intemational Game Fish Association Affairs
JOHN C. ARMSTRONG, A.B., Assistant Curator of Invertebrates
PRISCILLA RASQUIN, A.B., Scientific Assistant
WILLAM BEEBE, Sc.D., Research Associate in Fishes
CHRISTOPHER W. COATEs, Research Associate in Fishes
DANIEL MERRIMAN, Ph.D., Research Associate in Oceanography
FRANK J. MERs, Research Associate in Rotifers
HORACE W. STUNKARD, Ph.D., Research Associate in Parasitology
LIBBIE H. HYMAN, Ph.D., Sc.D., Research Associate in Invertebrates
H. E. CRAMPTON, Ph.D., Sc.D., Research Associate in Mollusks
WILLIAM J. CLENCH, M.S., Research Associate in Mollusks
VAN CAMPEN HEILNER, M.S., Field Representative
MICHAEL LERNER, Field Associate
RoswiLL MILLER, JR., C.E., Field Associate
WYLLY8 ROSSTER BErrs, JR., Field Associate
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Insec and Spiders
MoNT A. CAiZu, Ph.D., Chairman and Associate Curator
C. H. CURRAN, D.Sc., Curator
WiuL J. GzRTcH, Ph.D., Assciate Curator
CHARuS D. MICENER, Ph.D., Associate Curator
MARGART L. SAULINA, SientifiC Assistant
HEsRBERT P. SCHWARz, M.A., Resarch Associate
ERNmST L. BELL, Research Associate
CYRIL I. DOS PSos, LL.B., Research Associate
T. D. A. COCKzRELL, Sc.D., Resarch Associate
ALED E. EMERSON, Ph.D., Resarch Associate
E. IRVING HUNINGTON, Rearch Associate
ALExANDER B. Kwn, Ph.D., Resarch Asociate
HERMAN T. Spmrr, Ph.D., Research Associate
WILAM P. ColaTOcK, B.A., Research Associate
JAm H. MCDUNNOUGH, Ph.D., Resarch Associate
Comparative Antom
JOHN Euc HiLL,1 Ph.D., (Associate Curator of mals), Tempo'
rarily in Charge
J. How&RD MCGREGOR, Ph.D., Reearch Associate
DUDLEY J. MORTON, M.D., Research Associate
Animal Behavior
LinE R. ARONSON, Ph.D., ACting Chairman and AssoCiate CUratr
T. C. SCHJNRLA, Sc.D., Curator
A. MARI TUCKER, M.A., Scientific Assistant
PRANK A. BEACH, Ph.D., Research Associate
MYRON GORDON, Ph.D., Research Associate
CARYL P. HAmKINS, Ph.D., Research Associate
W. DouGLAS BURDEN, M.A., Honorary Associate
BARB BOGGs, Honorary Associate
Forestiy and Genrwl Botn
HENRY K. SvzNsoN, Ph.D., Chairman and Curator
CLARENCE L. HAY, A.M., Honorary Curator
CHARLE RUSSELL, Ph.D., Associate
iDied July 8, 1947.
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Geology and Paleontology
GEORGE GAYLORD SIMPsoN, Ph.D., Sc.D., Chairman and Curator of
Fossil Mammals and Birds
EDWIN H. COLBERT, Ph.D., Curator of Fossil Reptiles, Amphibians,
and Fishes
NORMAN D. NEWELL, Ph.D., Curator of Historical Geology and
Fossil Invertebrtes
FREDERICK H. POUGH, Ph.D., Curator of Physical Geology and Miner,
alogy
OTTO H. HAAs, Ph.D., LL.D., Associate Curator of Fossil Inverte.
brates
BOBB SCHAPPER, Ph.D., Assistant Curator of Fossil Vertebrates
RACHEL HUsBAND NICHOL, A.M., Scientific Assistant
HORACE ELMER WOOD, 2ND, Ph.D., Research Associate in Fossil
Mammals
ERICH M. SCHLAIKJER, Ph.D., Research Associate in Fossil Reptiles
Lous HUSsAKOF, Ph.D., Research Assoiate in Fossil Fishes
J. BROOKus KNIGHT, Ph.D., Research Associate in Fossil Invertebrtes
ARTHUR K. MMLuR, Ph.D., Research Associate in Fossil Inverte-
brates
Micropalonology
BROOKs P. ELLIS, Ph.D., Chairman and Curator
ANGELINA R. MEsSINA, M.A., Associate Curator
ELANOR S. SALMON, Ph.D., Scientific Assistant
HAm E. THALmANN, Ph.D., Research Associate
MAYNARD P. WHrmz, Ph.D., Research Associate
STANLzY G. WISSLER, M.A., Research Associate
Atnomy and the Hayden Pantarium
GORDON A. ATwATER, Chairman and Curator
ROBERT R. CoLS8, Associate Curator
CATHARIN E. BARRY, Assistant Curator
FRED RAIR, Scientific Assistant
SHIRY I. GALE, B.S., Special Lecturer
EDWARD H. PRESTON, Special Lecturer
HUGH S. RIcz, A.M., Resrch Associate
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EdAtcation
CHARLEs RUSSLL, Ph.D., Chairman
GRACE FISHER RAMSY, Ph.D., Curator of School Relations
JOHN R. SAUNDERS, M.A., Associate Curator
GEORGE F. MASON, Associate Curator
WzLum A. BURNS, M.A., Acting Associate Curator
WINiELD G. DoyIE, M.A., Acting Associate Curator
JOHN C. ORTH, Assistant Curator
MARGUERITE R. Ross, M.A., Assistant Curator
FARIDA A. WILEY, Instructor
ALaAA JOHNsoN, Instructor
Lucy W. CLAUSEN, Ph.D., Instructor
LOUIsE K. MyErn, Ed.D., Instructor
INE= E. BoRDNER, B.A., Instructor
ELIZABETH WASHBURN, B.A., Instructor
HAZEL L. MULLR, B.A., Supervisor ofDance and Lecture Programs
KATHARINE BENEKER, Supervisor of Specal Exhibition
ETTA FALKNER, M.A., Associate Supervisor of Special Exhibition
ANNA MONTGOMERY, Supervisor of Guest Services
MARGUERITE NEWGARDEN, M.A., Acting Supervisor of Audio,
Visual Aids
Library
HAZEL GAY, Libraian
HELEN M. GUNZ, B.A., Assistant Librarian
G. EVELYN HUTCHINSON, M.A., Consultant in Biogeochemistry
EXHIBITION AND PUBLICATION
Arehitecfrral Design
VIcTOR WILLIm RONFELDT, M.F.A., Staf Architect
Preparation and Installation
JAMES L. CLARK, D.Sc., Director of Preparation and Installaton
GEORGE E. PETERsEN, Senior Staff Associate
GEORGE H. CHILD, Ph.D., StaffAssociate
JAmES PERRY WILSON, B.A., B.Ar., Staff Associate
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Illutratrs Corps
THoMAs W. VOTER, Supervisor
Scientfic Publicatios
RUTH TYLmR, M.A., Editor
Man and Nature Publications
MARION B. CARR, Supervisor ofMuseum's Popular Publications
Natural History Magazine
EDWARD MOPPAT WEYER, JR., Ph.D., Editor
ROBERT EDGAR WILLIAMSON, Production Manager
CHARLES J. O'CONNOR, B.S., Manager ofCirculation and Advertising
TheJunior Natural History Magazine
DOROTHY LEE EDWARDS, Editor
CHAR1UM J. O'CONNOR, B.S., Circulation Manager
Museum Book Shop
EMILIE C. BINNIKER, Manager
Print Shop
EDWARD A. BURNS, Supervisor
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
EDWIN C. MEYNBERG, Bursar
ROBERT J. SEIBERT, ChiefAccountant
ROBERT B. WOOD, B.S., Personnel Relations Manager
ADRIAN L. WARD, Personnel Officer
WILLIAM F. MUssIG, Purchasing Agent
CHARLME J. O'CONNOR, B.S., Membership Secretary
DANA P. KELLY, M.A., Resident Director of Public Relations'
WymAN Z. FULLER, A.B., Resident Director ofMuseum Contributors
Program'
DORATHEA M. SEGLE, Executive Assistant, Museum Contributors
Program
ADDI H. SumzR8soN, Assistant Executive Secretary
ELLA B. RANsom, Executive Assistant to the President
Rpentig Reuel EMtilM and Company, Ic
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BU NG OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Ru P. JONON, B.A.Sc., Genral Superintendent
WILON L. TODD, PlantE
Lou W. KnI, an
HEm H.RAW,Mean Superintendent
BLAm PRwSrON, B.A. in Ed., Manager of Food Services
ADVISORY COMMIITEES
C,.cil of the SCe c StJ
GzoREs GAYLORD SIMPON, Dean
RomT CUUSHAN MuRuy, Asstant Dean
CHAIS M. BOGERT, Secretary
The Chmen oCuratoial Deptments
Director ALBRT E. PARR,Cian
P. TRumE DAVION WANE M. FAUNCE
W YLAM H. LATHAM HARoWD E. ANTHONY
W. DouGIa BURDEN CHRL RUL
H. L. Sjno Eiwr MAYR
Dean oftheC
Bxdget
ViceDirector WArn M. PAUNE, Chairman
P. TRUE! DAVION E. RoLAND HARRIAN
WILIAM H. ILATHA ALBERT E. PARR
Dean of the Council
Ctral AsaticPblc
Roy CHAPMAN ANDRzws, Chairman
CHARLES P. BzRxzy FiRzDwcrICK. MoRws
LzasI E. SProc
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EMERITI
RoY CHAPMAN ANDitzws, Sc.D., Honorary Director
BARiuM BROWN, Sc.D., Curator Emeritus of Fossl Reptiles
S. H. CHUBB, Associate Curator Emeritus, Comparative Anatomy
CLYDE FsHER, Ph.D., LL.D., Honorary Curator, Department of
Astronomy and the Hayden Planetarium
WILLIM K. GRzGoRy, Ph.D., Sct)., Curator Emeritus of Fishes and
of Comparative Anatomy
E. W. GUDGER, Ph.D., Honorary Associate in Fishes and Librarian
ofDean Memorial Library
RoY WALDO MINER, Ph.D., Sc.D., Curator Emeritus of Invertebrates
CHARIzs C. Moot, Ph.D., Associate Curator Emeritus of Fossil
Reptiles
NEu C. NELoN, M.L., Curator Emeritus of Prehistoric Archaeology
WILLAR G. VAN NAmU, Ph.D., Asociate Curator Emeritus of
Recent Invertebrates
HERBERT P. WHITLOCic, Curator Emeritus of Mineralogy; Research
Associate in Jade
CLARX WIssRR,1 Ph.D., LL.D., Curator Emeritus, Department of
Anthropology
Djd Augut 25, 1947.
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CORRESPONDING MEMBERS
Through honoary cletion by the Board ofTrses, for fivuc'yar priods,
on recommedion of the Councl of the Scientific Suff
Dt. KAJ BamxnSmmH
National Museum, Copenhagen, Dmark
D. ROBzRT BRooM
Keeper of Vertebrate Pakontology and Anthropology, Trans'
vaal Museum, Pretoria, Union ofSouth Afica
PoUssoR DR. ANGEL CABRERA
Chief of the Department of Paleontology, la Plata Museum,
La Plata, Argentina
Dx. ALFoNso CAso
Director, National Intitute of Anthropology and Hisory,
Mexico, D. F., Mexico
Pix TARD DE CHARDIN
The National Geobgical Survey of China, West Peking, China
Pxowusox V. GoRDoN CrnwX
Director, Institute of Archaeology, University of Lndon,
London, Eingland
PROwsoR YUANTING T. CHu
Profesot of Biology, St. John's University, Shanghai Chia
DM. RArmoND B. Cowuz
Department of Zoogy, University of Califoia, Los Angeks,
California
D.L. R. Cox
British Musem (Natural History), London, England
PROusoR RsGDAw A. DALY
SturgisHooper Profemor of Geolgy Emeritus, Harvard
University, Cambridge, Masachusetts
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PRoPhsoR CARL 0. DUNBAR
Director, Peabody Museum of Natural History, Yale Uni-
versity, New Haven, Connecticut
DR. ETRnTRm DUNN
Deprtment of Biology, Haverford College, Haverford, Pennsyl-
vania
DR. H. C. EFFLATOUN BEY
Head of the Department of Zoology, Egyptian University,
Cairo, Egypt
DR. PNTTI Eisa EsKoLA
Dikector, Institute of Geology, Helsinki University, Helsink
Finland
PROnMsoR E. B. FoRD
Oxford University, Oxford, England
MR. CLIVE FORSTER-COOPER
Director, British MuSeum (Natral History), London, England
DR. NILs (CoUN) C. G. FERsBN GRzvz GYLDNsroLP
Section of Vertebrates, Royal Natural History Museum,
Stockholm, Sweden
DR. ARCHIBALD G. HUNTnMAN
Professor of Marine Biology, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada
DR JO8L IMBELLONI
Argentine Museum of Natural Sciences, "Bernardino Riva"
davia," Buenos Aires, Argentina
DR. RENE JANNEL
Director of the Laboratory of Entomology, Mus4um National
d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France
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DR. KARL JORDAN
The Zoological Museum, Tring, England
SIR ARTHUR KEYrH
Buckston Browne Farm, Downe, Kent, Enland
DR LAURENCE M. KLAuBER
Curator of Reptiles, San Diego Society of Natural History,
San Diego, Calforia
PRoussoR ALFRED LACROIX
Professor ofMineralogy, Mustum National d'Histoire Naturelle,
Paris, France
DR. KARL S. LA Y
Resarch Professor of Neuropsychology, Harvard University,
Cambridge, Machetts; Director, Yerkes Labortoria of
Primate Biology, Orange Park, Florida
DR. Josh OmcIcA, FILBO
National Museum, Rio de Janeiro, Brz;il
PROPEssOR CHARU8 PALACHB
Profesor Emeritu of Mineralogy, Harvard University, Cam,
bridge, Massachusetts
MR. H. W. PARxz
Keeper of Reptiles, British Museum (Natural History), London,
England
DR. AxANDER PETRUNEVITCH
Professor Emeritus of Zoology, Osbom Zoological Laboratory,
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
DR. OLvRiuo M. DE OLIVRA PINTO
Museu Paulista, Sao Paulo, Bmzil
MR. NORMAN DENBIGH RnLsY
Keeper of Entomology, British Museum (Natural History),
London, England
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PNoPso0R Aum SHERWOOD RomER
Director, Museum of Comparative Zoblogy, Harvard College,
Cambridge, Masschusetts
MR. KARL P. SCHmDT
Chief Curator of Zoology, Chicago Natural History Museum,
Chicago, Illinois
PRosOR HARLOW SHAPLY
Director, Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, MasEa
chusetts
DR. FiLuPo Su.visi
R. Istituto di Entomologia Agraria, Portici, Italy
RiGHT HON. JAN CHRITAAN SMUTS
Chancellor, University of Cape Town, Cape Town, Union of
South Africa
DR. LiONARD JAm SPENCER
Editor of The Mineralogical Magazine and Journal of the
Mineralogical Society, London, England
DR. ERwN STRESEMANN
Keeper of the Ornithological Department, Zoological Museum,
University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany
PROsOR ELs STR6MGREN
Royal Danish Observatory, Copenhagen, Denmark
DR. ETHELwYNN TREWAVAs
Assistant Keeper, Department of Zoology, British Museum
(Natual History), London, England
PROPOR DAVID MEREDrTH SEARES WATSON
Jodrell Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy,
University College, London, England
PROFESSOR ROBERT M. YERKEn
Professor of Psychology, Yale University, New Haven, Con-
necticut
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THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
INCORPORATED BY TE
LISLATuRR OP THE STATE OP NEW YoRx aN 1869
The Corporation consists of a self perpetuating Board of forty
Trstees, elected for terms of five years. Also, ex-officio, the Mayor,
the Comptroller, the Commisoner of Parks of the City of New
York, and a representative of the Board of Education of the City of
New York.
FOUNDERS AND INCORPORATORS OF 1869
Joma DAVD WOL BENJAMI B. S Aw Mo= L JuP
ROBRT COLGATE WmuAu A. HAm D. JACSON SmTwARD
BENJAM H. FILD TMODo RooEVELT J. PzMPONT MoRo"w
RoszRT L. STUrT How"a Poira A. G. Pws DowD
ADRIN Ismm WILLM T. BLODGoTr CiAn= A. DANA
JOui H. CHOATE Hmy PARI
HISTORY
PmizNcT op Jom DAVD WoL, 1869-1872.
1869 Museum inrporated. Constitution adopted as drafted byJop H Choate
1870 First home scured, the ArsenaL Central Park.
1871 The City of New York appropriate $700,000 for building. (Section L)
PRSDENCY oi ROBaT L. STUAT, 1872-1881.
1874 Conrtone of first section of building laid byP nt Ulysss S. Grant.
1878 Contract adopted between Trustees and Department of Parks, a drawn up by
Andrew H. Green and Joseph H. Choate.
1880 Educational work with the hools inaugurated by Profso Albert S. Bick.
more.
PREIENCY OP MoRRu K. Jauu, 1881-1908.
1892 Museum opened to the public on Sundays.
1887-1905 The City ofNew York appropriated $4,218,820.94 for eight new building
sections, 1ilVfl, and XV.
1907 Museum opened free to the public every day in the year.
1908-1917 Mr. and Mrs. Jesup bequeathe $60.000 to the Museum.
PSDECY OP HENY FAIpELD OsBORN, 1908-1933.
1908 Contitution amended making the Mayor, the Comptroller, and the Predent
ofthe Depatment ofParks, ex'offio members ofthe Board ofTrustees
1921 Greate New York Charter amended, placing the Museum on the same bas
as Public Schools with respct to Corporate Stock Appropriatios by
Chapter 618 ofthe Laws of 1921, State ofNew York.
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HisTORY-(COntinUd)
1921-1925 The City ofNew York appropited $2,233,800 for new sections, IX.XI,
and equipment and alterations ofold sctions.
1924 The State of New York provided for the Theodore Roovelt M al.
Cost $3,300.000. (Oriinal Chapter 615 Laws of 1924.) (Building Sectin
XI.)
1929 Appropriation of $3,550.000 by the City of New York for cntruction of
African Wing, Power Plant and Service Building, and Whitney Wing.
t(ec XIII, XVII, and XIX.)
Contribution of $750,000 by Harry Payne Whitney for one'half cost of
Whitney Wing. (ection XIX.)
1932 Competion of the African Wing. (Section XIII.)
1933 Comp anofthe Whitney Wing. (stion XIX.)
Pasnucv oP F. Ttumt DAvON, 1933-
1934 Contribution of $156,000 by Charles Hayden for purchas of Zeis Projton
Plantarium and Copeican Plnetadum.
The A Museum of Natural History Plnetarium Authorty erecting
PlanetariumBuilding with fund ($650,000) scued thogh lan from the
Reconruction Finance Corporato (Section XVIII.)
193 Opeing of the Hayden Plnetarium. (Section XVII.)
1936 Dedicato of the Theodore Roosevelt Memorial. (Section XII.)
1942 itu making a rp entative of the Board of Education of
the Caty ofNew York an oici member of the Board ofTnust.
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CAPITAL FUNDS
The Capital Funds were established in 1884. They now amount
to $15,162,053.95 (book value). The Trustees especially desire to
insure the permanent growth and welfare of the Museumthrough an
increase of the General Endowment Fund. The additional sum of-
$10,000,000 is needed atp t.
FORM OF BEQUEST
I do hereby give and bequeah to "THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL H oroay" of the City of New York
...................... ...............................
GIFTS AND BEQUESTS EXEMPT FROM TAXATION
Gifts to the American Museum ofNatural History are exempt from
Federal Income Tax, subject only to the general limitation that the
total deduction for charitable gifts in any year may not exceed fifteen
per cent of the donor's net income.1
Gifts and bequests in any amount to th-eAmerican Museum of
Natural History are exempt from Federal Gift and Estat Taxes.2-
MEMBERSHIP, CONTRIBUTORY AND HONORARY
AuATZsM s (anay) $ ian ............M.s $1,000
AUAL ( y) 10 PATROs....i............... 5,000
ANI Mzna (uly) 25 AOCIs BaNI..C.............. 10,000
Commu o za (uly) 50 AuOCNr FouNDM ........... 25,000
Suwo^Tarmo Musly (annually) ........ioo.B..A.To.s............100 SO,0
PUW.... 500 ENowMNT M ....s. 100,000
HONOAY I m HoxoRAY FzuWo
CoasaoNDaG Mm s
FOR INFORMATION APPLY TO THE SECRETARY OP
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HIsTORY
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York 24, N. Y.
IThe sam deductio allowed for New York Stte Incom Tax.
'A imiar eemp i ranted fr New Yaork Stte Estate Tax.
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THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY
PLANETARIUM AUTHORITY
The H4ayden Planetarium is operated by the American Museum
of Natu'ral History for the Planetarium Authority in accordance with
a recorded manag t agreement.
The balance sheet showing the financial condition at June 30,
1947, and a summary statement of the income and expnses for the
iscal year ended June 30, 1947, follow:
I[Pq e,tghtI
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
PLANETARIUM AUITHORITY
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1947
AS8F
Accoa sreeib
Inventor of pubicationt
: Depreciaton
Paeru instrumens
Lem: Dre `-Ion
LIABIIS
Interest on bonds (pat due)
Accrud interest on bonds (current)
4I% refundig serial revenue bonds due)4)i% finxiing- 1sera revenue bonds curent a filon from theA Mu of Na Hstory
Intrest on lan frm the ican Mu of Natural Histoy,
DefeI2d
D Jiy 1, 1946
D for the yer
Les contiuted Captal
Do* June 30, 1947
$63,028.25
1,425.00 $64,453.25
471.74
5,71650
1,S929
646,771.04
50,846.41 595,924.
156869.27
122,818.20 34,051.07
$702509.28
$194.040.00
2,610.00
222,000.00
348,000.00
72,545.62
13,274.45
1,45454$83924.61$425,561.82
13%647.33
287,793.82
151,415.33
$702,509.28
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF INCOME, EXPENSES, AND DEFICIT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1947
Incme
Admssion fee
Otber inme (fie, et)
Pro6t from sl of publication
Expens e n
Administrative expense
Publicity espenses
Navo o exp
Intest on bonds
Interst on lan from the American Museum of Naturl Hisoydprei tion
Dic*i fio the ye
$141,683.50
5,819.82
2,771.02 $150,274.34
$82,826.18
36,072.12
2,221.54
709.55
25,650.00
1,83882
14,60.46 163,921.67$13,647.33
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THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
PLANETARIUM AUTHORITY
OFFICERS, COMMITTEES, AND STAFF, 1947
OFFICERS
F. TRUBEE DAVISON, President
First Vice-President Second Vice-President
DANIEL E. POMERoY CzvzLAND E. DODGE
Treasurer Secretary
E. ROLAND HARRIMAN CLARENCE L. HAY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
F. TRUBEE DAvION, Chairman, ex-officio
DANIL E. PoMEROY E. RoLAND HARRIMAN
CLARENCE L. HAY A. PERRY OSBORN
CLELAND E. DODGE ROBERT Mos8s
AUDITING COMMITTEE
BEVERLEY R. RoBNsoiN, Chairman
H. B. CLRI WILLIAM PROCTER
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS AND AGENTS
ALBERT E. PARR, Director
WAYNE M. FAUNCE, Vice-Director and Executive Secretary
WALTER F. MEISTER, Assistant Treasurer
EDWIN C. MEYENBERG, Bursar
GORDON A. ATWATER, Chairman and Curator
ROBERT J. SEIBERT, Chief Accountant
SCIENTIFIC AND LECTURE STAFF
GORDN A. ATWATER, Chairman and Curator
CLYDE FxIHER, Honorary Curator
FRzD RA=R, Scientific Assistant
CATHARINE E. BAY, Scientific Assistant
ROBERT R. CoLu, Associate Curator
SHILEY I. GALE, Special Lecturer
EDWARD H. PRETON, Special Lecturer
HUGH S. RICz, Research Associate
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